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1 Overview VITAL survey
1.1 Purpose of the survey
The VITAL project assesses opportunities for sustainable intensification (SI) in the European Union
on the scales of the farm, regions and social networks, and beyond national borders. Sustainable
intensification is an umbrella term that comprises practices that should balance economic and
environmental, and also social, sustainability goals (Gadanakis et al., 2015). Practices should on the
one hand lead to a stable or even increasing economic output whereas on the other hand harmful
effects for the environment are reduced or the flow of environmental services from agriculture is
increased. This can be achieved by a variety of practices and strategies (Pretty and Bharucha, 2014).
To better understand how sustainable intensification can be achieved in Europe, the rationales of a
key group of decision makers, the farmers, need to be addressed in detail. Therefore, a survey was
developed within the project to obtain primary data for identifying which sustainable intensification
(SI) practices are adopted and how their effects were perceived by farmers in four European case
study regions characterised by different landscapes and farming systems (Figure 1). Additionally,
the data supports the identification and quantification of driving factors for the adoption and
success of sustainable intensification including farm and farmer characteristics as well as regional
background variables.

1.2 Development of the survey
For a survey in four diverse case study regions, the challenge was to bridge the requirements of
regional specificity and comparability between regions. Relevant SI practices depend on the
respective farming system. Therefore, we selected region-specific sets of SI practices based on
previous interviews and workshops with regional stakeholders and practitioners (Weltin et al.,
2016; Weltin et al., 2018). A common framework developed by Weltin et al. (2018) allows to assign
each practice to one of the fields of action (FOA) of agronomic development, resource use
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efficiency, land use allocation and regional integration (Figure 2). Also the background variables
consist of a mixture of region-specific as well as identical questions.

Figure 1: VITAL case study regions (Weltin et al., 2018)

Figure 2: Fields of action for sustainable intensification. Own representation based on Weltin et al. (2018).
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In each region, farmers were asked for a selected set of practices which of them they apply or plan
to apply. Adopters were also asked to evaluate economic and environmental effects of these
practices. Additionally the questionnaires included a set of background variables such as farm
historical development, structure, specialisation, farm household socio-demographics, individual
values and knowledge. To allow for comparability a certain amount of overlap between all four
questionnaires was ensured. From these identical questions a common database was generated.
This report delivers the key information on the common database of VITAL project including survey
design, mode and sampling in the four case study regions. This information is provided in section 2.
All questions and respective variables including their coding in the common database are
summarized in section 3 and the four region-specific questionnaires are collected in section 4.

2 Sampling and implementation of the survey
2.1 Rhinluch / North German Plain, Germany
As the Rhinluch case study area has a relatively small number of active farms, the survey was
expanded to farms of the federal states Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Saxony-Anhalt,
Schleswig-Holstein and Lowe Saxony that operate under comparable conditions. That means we
addressed farms in areas with an abundance of peatlands. For the first three federal states, we
were granted access to the addresses of all farmers who receive payments of the Common
Agricultural Policy by the respective ministries. Thus we were able to use spatial selection of
relevant postal code areas. The selection criterion required within a postal code area either a 20%
share of peatland area and >1000 ha of peatlands in total, or >5000 ha of peatlands in total. We
contacted farmers either directly or the request to participate in the survey was forwarded. In total,
we sent letters with an invitation to participate in the survey to 3,000 farmers. Data collection
started in February 2017. A reminder was sent four weeks later. We received the last reply in June
2017. Farmers could fill in a pen-and-paper version of the questionnaire or use an online version.
Additionally we called farmers to participate in the online survey via newsletters of regional farmers
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associations and associations of organic farmers in all five federal states. 464 farmers replied and
filled in the questionnaire. 410 indicated which SI practices they apply. For the farmers that were
addressed directly by a letter the response rate was 13.5% (406 observations).

2.2 Kromme Rijn, Netherlands
From a spatially explicit database that contains all addresses in the Netherlands, we first selected all
addresses in the Kromme Rijn case study area. The area comprises the municipalities Bunnik,
Houten, Wijk bij Duurstede, as well as parts of Utrechtse Heuvelrug, Zeist, and de Bilt. This was
done in GIS – the database just has the point locations of all the addresses, and the address
attached. As a next step, addresses inside villages were filtered out based on an overlay of the
addresses and a land cover map in GIS. This was done because in the Netherlands farms are standalone buildings outside villages, and not, as in parts of Germany or elsewhere in Europe, integrated
in the village. This left 1102 addresses. These were checked in Google Street View to see if they are
farms or not, which resulted in the identification of 401 farms. All 401 farms were sent a letter
(early February 2018) in which the project and the survey were briefly introduced, and that
contained a link to the survey. The letter was followed up a month later with a reminder. 36
responded by doing the online survey of which 20 respondents answered the questionnaire to an
extent large enough to be considered for investigation.

2.3 Vaucluse, France
For the French case study area, we conducted a mail survey in June 2017 among the whole
population of farmers located in the French Vaucluse area (N=4423). The list of the overall sample
was acquired from the French database of private enterprises. A cover letter explained that the aim
of the survey which was to better understand recent changes of practices on farms and the impact
of policies on farmers' choices. In order to improve our questionnaire and increase its readability,
we pre-tested it among experts and with a sample of 9 farmers who were not solicited for the final
survey. A total of 328 farmers answered the survey (response rate of 7.4%). The response rate is
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acceptable given that farmers were solicited during the harvest time, which has been proved to
reduce responses. Respondents have the following characteristics: 74% are men, and their average
age is 52 years. Even if the representativeness of our sample is not perfect, our sample shares some
similarities with the whole farmers’ population of Vaucluse, notably the fact that 1/3 of the farmers’
population are women and 52% are 54 years old.

2.4 Utiel-Requena, Spain
For the Spanish case, located in Utiel-Requena, a county of Valencia region, the survey was
implemented thanks to the recommendations of potential participants from several AgroCooperatives, farmers unions, private wineries, large wine companies and individual farmers as
well. An official database of farmers’ addresses was not available and previous contact with these
actors was required. Once a first selected database of farmers was established, four in-depth
interviews pre-tested the questionnaire in May 2017. As the final questionnaire was prepared, 42
personal interviews were carried out from June 2017 to October 2017 in order to complete the final
questionnaire. Most of the respondents were from the first selected database mentioned before;
others could be approached due to recommendations from the survey respondents (snowball
sampling). Furthermore, two more questionnaires were sent online, due to the lack of time of
farmers (grape harvest time in Utiel-Requena). The total number of observations thus amounts to
44.
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3 Codebook common survey database
3.1 Overview
The common database contains 856 observations (Table 1). It contains all variables that were at
least part of the questionnaires of three surveyed regions (except for off-farm income). Table 2 in
section 3.2 contains the coding of variables and provides also an overview for which region a
certain variable is either fully or partly missing. The comments indicate when adjustments to
variable scales were made to allow for comparability or clarify the way comparability was achieved.
Table 1: Observations by case study region

North German Plain, Germany
Kromme Rijn, Netherlands
Vaucluse, France
Utiel-Requena, Spain

Frequency Percent
464
54.21
20
2.34
328
38.32
44
5.14

3.2 Codebook
Table 2: Variables and coding of the common survey database

id

Question /
Variable
identity number
of farmer

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

country

country where
the farm is
located

1 DE
2 ES
3 FR
4 NL

foa1_current

at least one SI
practice of FOAI
is applied
specific SI

1 yes
0 no

foa1_x_current

x=1; … ; 14

Missing for
countries

Comments
id numbers were
taken over from
original
questionnaires
id + country
uniquely identify
the observations
e.g. for merging
further variables
from region
specific data

1 yes

Not all practices
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Question /
Variable
practices
applied in FOAI

foa1_planned

foa1_x_planned

foa1_x_effect

at least one SI
practice of FOAI
is planned
specific SI
practices
planned in FOAI

effects of the SI
practice
observed by
applicants of
the practice

Sub-questions
1 reduced tillage
2 intercropping
3 legume
cultivation/protein
crops
4 at least 5 crops
5 pasture grazing
6 precision farming
7 trellis (wine)
8 green pruning
(wine)
9 mulching
10 mechanization
harvest (wine)
11 crushing pruning
debris
12 diversification of
species cultured
13 agroforestry
14 crop rotation

x=1; … ; 14
1 reduced tillage
2 intercropping
3 legume cultivation
4 at least 5 crops
5 pasture grazing
6 precision farming
12 diversification of
species cultured
13 agroforestry
14 crop rotation
x=1; … ; 14
1 reduced tillage
2 intercropping
3 legume
cultivation/protein
crops
4 at least 5 crops
5 pasture grazing
6 precision farming
7 trellis (wine)
8 green pruning
(wine)
9 mulching
10 mechanization

Answer
categories
0 no

Missing for
countries

1 yes
0 no

ES

1 yes
0 no

ES

Comments
were asked in
each case study

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study

0 not applied
1 economic
benefit
2 ecologic
benefit
3 both benefits
4 none of the
above

Economic
benefits refer to
profits except for
FR where it was
declared as
economic
benefits
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Question /
Variable

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

Missing for
countries

Comments

harvest (wine)
11 crushing pruning
debris
12 diversification of
species cultured
13 agroforestry
14 crop rotation
synergy_foa1

ecol_foa1

econ_foa1

foa2_current

foa2_x_current

environmental
and economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAI from at
least 1 SI
practice
environmental
benefits are
experienced in
FOAI from at
least 1 SI
economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAI from at
least 1 SI
at least one SI
practice of FOAII
is applied
specific SI
practices
applied in FOAII

1 yes
0 no

1 yes
0 no

1 yes
0 no

1 yes
0 no
x=1; … ; 13
1 residue use
2 Integrated pest
management
3 farm management
software
4 irrigation on surface
5 irrigation
underground
6 fertigation
7 natural fertilizer
8 solar panels to
pump water
9 reduction of
chemical fertilizers
10 reduction of
pesticides
11 diversification of
productions
12
irrigation/greenhouse

1 yes
0 no

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study
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Question /
Variable

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

Missing for
countries

1 yes
0 no

ES

1 yes
0 no

ES

Comments

13 attracting wild
pollinators
foa2_planned

foa2_x_planned

at least one SI
practice of FOAII
is planned
specific SI
practices
planned in FOAII

foa2_x_effect

effects of the SI
practice
observed by
applicants of
the practice

synergy_foa2

environmental
and economic
benefits are
experienced in

x=1; … ; 14
1 residue use
2 Integrated pest
management
3 farm management
software
9 reduction of
chemical fertilizers
10 reduction of
pesticides
11 diversification of
productions
12
irrigation/greenhouse
13 attracting wild
pollinators
x=1; … ; 13
1 residue use
2 Integrated pest
management
3 farm management
software
4 irrigation on surface
5 irrigation
underground
6 fertigation
7 natural fertilizer
8 solar panels to
pump water
9 reduction of
chemical fertilizers
10 reduction of
pesticides
11 diversification of
productions
12
irrigation/greenhouse
13 attracting wild
pollinators

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study

0 not applied
1 economic
benefit
2 ecologic
benefit
3 both benefits
4 none of the
above

Economic
benefits refer to
profits except for
FR where it was
declared as
economic
benefits

1 yes
0 no
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ecol_foa2

econ_foa2

foa3_current

foa3_x_current

foa3_planned

foa3_x_planned

Question /
Variable
FOAII from at
least 1 SI
practice
environmental
benefits are
experienced in
FOAII from at
least 1 SI
economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAII from at
least 1 SI
at least one SI
practice of
FOAIII is applied
specific SI
practices
applied in FOAIII

at least one SI
practice of
FOAIII is
planned
specific SI
practices
planned in
FOAIII

foa3_x_effect

effects of the SI
practice
observed by
applicants of
the practice

synergy_foa3

environmental
and economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAIII from at
least 1 SI
practice

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

Missing for
countries

Comments

1 yes
0 no

1 yes
0 no

x=1; … ; 3
1 Flower strips,
landscape elements
2 fallow
3 contractual nature
conservation

x=1; … ; 3
1 Flower strips,
margins, landscape
elements
2 fallow
3 contractual nature
conservation
x=1; … ; 3
1 Flower strips,
margins, landscape
elements
2 fallow
3 contractual nature
conservation

1 yes
0 no

FR

1 yes
0 no

FR

1 yes
0 no

ES, FR

1 yes
0 no

ES, FR

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study

0 not applied
1 economic
benefit
2 ecologic
benefit
3 both benefits
4 none of the
above
1 yes
0 no

FR

Economic
benefits refer to
profits except for
FR where it was
declared as
economic
benefits

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study
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ecol_foa3

econ_foa3

foa4_current

foa4_x_current

foa4_planned

foa4_x_planned

foa4_x_effect

Question /
Variable
environmental
benefits are
experienced in
FOAIII from at
least 1 SI
economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAIII from at
least 1 SI
at least one SI
practice of
FOAIV is applied
specific SI
practices
applied in FOAIV

at least one SI
practice of
FOAIV is
planned
specific SI
practices
planned in
FOAIV

effects of the SI
practice
observed by
applicants of
the practice

Sub-questions

Answer
categories
1 yes
0 no

Missing for
countries

Comments

1 yes
0 no

x=1; … ; 6
1 exchange of inputs
2 membership
(machine exchange,
coops, ..)
3 direct marketing
4 regional labels
5 coordination with
other actors
6 sale of products via
partnership

x=1; … ; 6
1 exchange of inputs
2 membership
(machine exchange,
coops, ..)
3 direct marketing
4 regional labels
5 coordination with
other actors
6 sale of products via
partnership
x=1; … ; 6
1 exchange of inputs
2 membership
(machine exchange,
coops, ..)
3 direct marketing
4 regional labels
5 coordination with
other actors

1 yes
0 no

ES

1 yes
0 no

ES

1 yes
0 no

ES

1 yes
0 no

ES

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study

0 not applied
1 economic
benefit
2 ecologic
benefit
3 both benefits
4 none of the
above

ES

Economic
benefits refer to
profits except for
FR where it was
declared as
economic
benefits

Not all practices
were asked in
each case study
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Question /
Variable

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

Missing for
countries

Comments

6 sale of products via
partnership
synergy_foa4

ecol_foa4

econ_foa4

legal

environmental
and economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAIV from at
least 1 SI
practice
environmental
benefits are
experienced in
FOAIV from at
least 1 SI
economic
benefits are
experienced in
FOAIV from at
least 1 SI
legal status of
the farm

specialisation

Specialisation of
the farm
according to EU
classification

land

total UAA
operated in ha
land leased in
ha
organic farm

tenure
organic
workforce_x

number of
people working
on the farm (in
the last year)

1 yes
0 no

1 yes
0 no

1 yes
0 no

1 single
enterprise
2 business
partnership
3 legal entity
4 other
1 specialised
field crops
2 specialised
horticulture
3 specialised
permanent
crops
4 specialised
grazing
livestock
5 mixed
farming
6 other

FR
1 yes
0 no
x=1; … ; 4
1 family
2 full-time
3 part-time

ES 3
FR 4

not each
category was
asked in each
case study; for
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Question /
Variable

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

Missing for
countries

4 seasonal

aes

advice_x

farm applies
agrienvironmental
measures
sourced where
farmers seek
advice

valuechain_x

purchasers of
the farms
products

values_x

Attitudes of
farmers
measured in
approval to
certain
statements

Comments
the French case
study all values
were calculated
as yearly fulltime work
equivalents

x=1; 2
1 other farmers
2 expert adviser

x=1; … ; 7
1 supermarkets
2 delicacy shops
3 farm shops / own
wineries/ directly to
consumer
4 cooperatives
5 wholesalers
6 exporter
7 other than own
coop or winery (wine)
x=1; … ; 8
1 regional attachment
2 responsibility as
regional employer
3 innovativeness /
innovation adoption
4 importance of
cooperation with
other farmers
5 importance of
cooperation with

1 yes
0 no

ES

1 never
2 occasionally
3 often

FR

German and
Dutch scale was
aggregated to
1 never
2 rarely +
occasionally
3 often + very
often

1 yes
0 no

DE 6 7
ES 1 2 5 6
FR 2 7
NL 6 7

scale form 1
(no approval)
to 10 (full
approval) to
the statement

ES 5
FR 1 2 4 5 6 8
(3 was there
but
formulated
differently)

For NL the 2
questions for
independent
adviser and
adviser from a
company were
merged in 1
not each
category was
asked in each
case study

France only uses
a 4 point scale.
Transformation
was done as
follow:
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Question /
Variable

Sub-questions

Answer
categories

Missing for
countries

year

ES

Comments

other stakeholders
6 favourable natural
conditions for farming
7 environmental
awareness
8 risk taking
takeover
experience

successor

education

year of taking
over the farm
years of
agricultural
working
experience
a successor for
the farm is
already
designated
highest
educational
degree

FR

1 yes
0 no

1 no degree
2 lower
secondary
3 intermediate
degree
4 secondary
degree / high
school
certificate /
advanced
technical
college(FR)
5 university
education
in years
1 female
0 male

age
sex
hhmembers

children

diversification

divers_share

number of
persons living in
household
number of
children (<18
years) living in
household
income
generated onfarm not
stemming from
agricultural
production
share of profit
stemming from

the respective
country
equivalents were
used
“intermediate”
in FR refers to
“secondary
school certificate
/ advanced
technical college
certificate”

ES

ES

1 yes
0 no

ES

4 categories:
1 0-25%

ES
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Question /
Variable
diversification
activities
ofi
ofi_share

farm has offfarm income
share of profit
stemming from
off-farm income

profit

Profit

profit_DE_NL

Profit as asked
for DE and NL
farms

profit_FR

Profit as asked
for FR farms

Sub-questions

Answer
categories
2 26-50%
3 51-75%
4 76-100%
1 yes
0 no
4 categories:
1 0-25%
2 26-50%
3 51-75%
4 76-100%
1 loss – 10.000
2 10.000 –
100.000
3 100.000 –
250.000
4 >250.000
1 Loss/smaller
than 0 €
2 up to
10.000€
3 up to
20.000€
4 up to
40.000€
5 up to
60.000€
6 up to
80.000€
7 up to
100.000€
8 up to
120.000€
9 up to
140.000€
10 up to
200.000€
11 up to
250.000€
12 more than
250.000€
1 less than
8.000 €
2 8.000 to
25.000€
3 25.000 to
100.000€
4 100.000 to
250.000€

Missing for
countries

Comments

ES, FR
ES, FR

ES

categories used
by FR differ from
NL and DE,
where merged in
a common scale

ES, FR

ES, DE, NL
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Question /
Variable

profit_development

Sub-questions

Answer
categories
5 250.000€ to
1.000.000€
6 more than
1.000.000€
1 decrease
2 no change
3 increase

development of
profit compared
to last 5 years

Missing for
countries

Comments

FR
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4 Regional questionnaires
4.1 Rhinluch / Northern Germany
Questionnaire – Part 1
We would like to thank you, that you take the time to answer this questionnaire. We ask for a manager or
chief executive to answer this questionnaire. All answers are voluntary

A. General indications concerning the farm and the cultivation
1) What is the legal structure in which your agricultural enterprise is operating?
□ Individual enterprise
□ business partnership (e.g. GbR, (civil law partnership))
□ entity (e.g. eG (registered coporative), GmbH (limited liability company), AG (public limited company))
□ other, namely_____
2) Is a manager also owner of the farm? □ Yes □ No
3) How can the economic activity of your business be described?
□ full-time farm □ part-time farm
4) What is the zip-code of your farm?

ZIP _ _ _ _ _

5) How large is the area of agricultural land cultivated?
Arable land: _______ ha
Pasture:
_______ ha
thereof _____ ha permanent pasture
6) How good is the quality of your cultivated soils?
Arable land (in numbers):
lowest value …… average value …… highest value ……
Pasture (in numbers):
lowest value …… average value …… highest value
……
7) How much of the agricultural land is leased?
In total _____ ha
8) How much of your agricultural area matches with these descriptions…?
a) Areas in less-favored areas:
b) Areas with nature conservation requirements:
in total ______ ha

in total ______ ha
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9) What is the orientation of your farm?
□ specialized in feed crops (grazing livestock and feed crops > 2/3)
□ specialized in arable farming (Arable farming > 2/3)
□ Mixed farm
□ others, namely ________________
10) Arable farming: What is the number of different field crops cultivated last year on your farm?
Number _____
11) Arable farming: Which were the three most important crops and what was their average yield over the
last five years?

1
2
3

Crop
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Average yield over the last five years (dt/ha)

12) Pasture: How do you use pasture on your farm?
□ only grazing livestock □ only mowing □ grazing and mowing
for mowing: average yield over the last five years ______ dt/ha
13) Livestock: How is your livestock actually composed?
□ dairy cattle (including offspring) (number) _____
□ beef cattle (including calves)
□ pigs (number) _____
□ sheep and goats (number) _____
□ chicken (number) _____
□ others, namely:_____________
14) Do you farm in a conventional way, organic way or is your farm in a transition phase?
□ conventional (has always been) □ conventional (retransition)
□ in transition to organic
□ organic, since ____ years.
15) How many persons (including yourself) work on your farm?
Family members working on the farm (number): ____
Full-time-employees (number) _____
Part-time employees (number) _____
Seasonal workers last year (number): _____
16) How did the nutrient balance of your farm evolve?
Name last year’s balance and the corresponding average values
Nitrogen balance: Last year_______ kg/ha
Three-year’s average _______ kg/ha
Phosphate balance: Last year _______ kg/ha
Six-year’s average _______ kg/ha
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17) How has the application of inputs developed?
Average development
in the last 5 years

a) Mineral fertilizers
b) Pesticides
□ refuse to answer

Increase
about equal
decrease

Last year

___________kg/ha
___________l/ha

□ □ □
□ □ □

18) Is your farm engaged in Greening-measures?
□ yes, in total on _____ ha □ No □ The farm is exempt from Greening.
19) Is or was your farm engaged in voluntary agri-environmental measures?
Before 2013: □ Yes □ No
Currently: □ Yes, in total on ______ha □ No
If yes, the following measures are executed:
□ Sustainable practice in arable farming
□ extensive farming on pasture
□ Structural elements on arable land
□ Pasture grazing
□ Diversity of cultures on arable land
□ Organic farming
□ Water-friendly application of fertilizers □ Other, namely: ____________

B. Operational development
Some questions refer to the last five years. Is your farm younger than five years, please answer for the time
period since the foundation of the farm.
20) Did substantial structural changes happen in the last five years or do you plan substantial structural
changes in the next five years?
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a) Agricultural area

In the last five years
□ Enlargement
□ Downsizing
□ no changes

b) Livestock

□ Enlargement
□ Downsizing
□ no changes

c) Resource input

□ Intensification
□ Extensification
□ no change

d) Labour input

□ Increase
□ Reduction
□ no change

e) Agri-environmental
measure

□ Increase
□ Reduction
□ no change

f) Investment in machinery
and equipment

□ investment
□ no investment

Planned in the next five years
□ Enlargement
□ Downsizing
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
□ Enlargement
□ Downsizing
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
□ Intensification
□ Extensification
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
□ Increase
□ Reduction
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
□ Increase
□ Reduction
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
□ investment
□ no investment
□ I do not know it yet
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C. Successful implementation of operational and nature conserving measures
The following measures are discussed among agricultural politicians and scientists in order to better
match operational success of the farm and nature conservation. You can contribute by naming those
which you consider to be most important for practical farm work.

D. Cooperation, regional connection and personal attitude

often

occasionally

rarely

never

a) … do you ask other farmers for advice?
b) … do you coordinate your operational decisions with neighboring farmers?
c) … do you get consulted by an agricultural expert adviser?

very often

22) How often or seldom…

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

23) How important are cities for you regarding the following aspects?
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Rather unimportant

Very unimportant

e)

Neither important nor unimportant

d)

Rather important

c)

Market for agricultural products
Market for non-agricultural products and
services
Acces to necessary knowledge and
consultation
Agreements and cooperation with
representatives for land use issues
Centre of life as well as social contacts

Very important
a)
b)

Please fill in the
name of the
respective
important city:

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

_______________
_______________

□

□

□

□

□

_______________

□

□

□

□

□

_______________

□

□

□

□

□

_______________

24) Who are the purchaser of your agricultural products? (several answers possible)
□ supermarkets
□ delicacy shops
□ farm shops
□ cooperatives
□ wholesaler
□ others, namely___________
25) Do you or one of your household members hold membership in an organization or association?
More than one answer is possible.
□ Farmers association or other agricultural associations
□ political party or local government/administration
□ Environmental-/nature-conservation organization or landscape maintenance association
□ others, namely _____________________
□ none
□ refuse to answer
26) What do you think of the following statements?
Please express your approval by using this 10-point-scale from (1) no approval to (10) full approval.
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Full approval

No approval
a) I am very attached to the region I am farming in.
b) As farmer I have a special responsibility as employer and for the
economic development of my region.
c) I am usually one of the first in my region to apply new procedures on
my farm.
d) The cooperation with other farmers in the region is important for me.
e) The cooperation with representatives from economy and society is
important for me.
f) The natural landscape conditions at my location are good for farming.
g) I consider myself, as a farmer, mostly as a producer; of secondary
importance for me are duties regarding environmental protection or
landscape maintenance .
h) Regarding operational decisions I like to take risks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□

□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□

□ □□□□□□□□□

E. Information on the household and on leading the farm
27) When did you take over the management of the farm? In the year _ _ _ _
28) How many years of agricultural praxis do you have? In total ___ years
29) Is there already a designated successor for your farm?
□ Yes, successor is designated. □ No, not yet designated. □ No, the farm will be abandoned.
30) What is your highest level of education?
□ no degree
□ lower secondary education
□ intermediate school degree
□ high-school certificate, advanced technical college certificate
□ university or higher technological college degree
31) Have you received formal agricultural education? □Yes □No
32) What is your birth year? Year _ _ _ _
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33) What is your sex? □ female □ male
34) Do the members of your households live on the farm?

□Yes □No

35) How many persons do actually live in your household, including yourself?
___ persons (number)
there of (number) ________ younger than 18 years
and (number) ________ older than 65 years
36) Are you generating further incomes, besides agricultural production, on your farm (e.g. tourism, direct
marketing or processing,…)?
□ Yes  If yes, which share of your household income is generated by these activities?
□ up to25% □ more than 25% up to 50% □ more than 50% up to 75%
□ more than 75%
□ No
37) Do members of your household, including yourself, work off the farm?
□ Yes
 If yes, please name the
a) members in full-time (numbers) ____
b) members in part-time (numbers) ____ in total this is ___ hours/week
c) Which share of your total household income is generated by off-farm work?
□ up to 25% □ more than 25% up to 50% □ more than 50% up to75% □ more than 75%
□ No
38) What was the farm’s profit level last year?
□ Loss/smaller than 0 € □ up to 10.000€ □ up to 20.000€ □ up to 40.000€ □ up to 60.000€
□ up to 80.000€ □ up to 1.000.000€ □ up to 120.000€ □ up to 140.000€ □ up to 200.000€
□ up to 250.000€ □ more than 250.000€
39) How was the profit development in the last five years?
□ Increase by more than 20% □ Increase by 5% up to 20%
□ In between increase by 5% and decrease by 5%
□ Decrease by 5% up to 20% □ Decrease by more than 20%
□ Refuse to answer

The questions were followed by a second set of questions related to peatland management corresponding to
research conducted in the project PROVIDE (http://provideknowledgeplatform.eu/).
We would like to thank you, that you took the time to answer this questionnaire.
Do you have any suggestions or comments regarding this questionnaire?
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4.2 Kromme Rijn, Netherlands
Questionnaire
Thank you for taking the time to answer part in this questionnaire survey exploring farm characteristics and
decision-making in Europe for the VITAL project. All answers are voluntary and your responses will be kept in
strict confidentiality. We really appreciate your input!
A. General indications concerning the farm and the cultivation
1) What is the legal structure in which your agricultural enterprise is operating?
□ Individual enterprise
□ business partnership (e.g. civil law partnership))
□ entity (e.g. registered cooperative, limited liability company), public limited company)
□ other, namely_____
2) How large is the area of agricultural land cultivated?
Arable land: _______ ha
thereof _____ ha permanent crops
Pasture:
_______ ha
thereof _____ ha permanent pasture
Area covered by greenhouses: ____ ha
3) How much of the agricultural land is leased in?
In total _____ ha
4) What is the orientation of your farm?
□ Specialist grazing livestock
□ Specialist field crops
□ Mixed farm
□ Specialist horticulture
□ Specialist permanent crops
□ others, namely ________________
5) Arable farming: What is the number of different field crops cultivated last year on your farm?
Number _____
6) Arable farming: Which were the most important crops and what was their average yield over the last five
years (please, enter up to three)?

1
2
3

Crop
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Average yield over the last five years (ton/ha)
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7) Pasture: How do you use pasture on your farm?
□ only grazing livestock □ only mowing □ grazing and mowing
for mowing: average yield over the last five years ______ dt/ha
8) Livestock: How is your livestock actually composed?
□ dairy cattle (including offspring) (number) _____
□ others, namely:_____________

□ beef cattle (including calves) (number) _____

9) Is your farm organic?
□ yes, organic, since ____ years □ In transition to organic □ No
10) How many persons (including yourself) work on your farm?
Family members working on the farm (number): ____
Full-time-employees (number) _____
Part-time employees (number ____
Seasonal workers last year (number): _____
11) On which share of your farm area do you use the following inputs?

a) Mineral fertilizers
b) Pesticides
c) Irrigation water

Last year
ca._________%
ca. _________%
ca. _________%

Increase
about equal
decrease

Average development
in the last 5 years

□ □ □
□ □ □
□ □ □

12) How did the nutrient balance of your farm evolve?
Name last year’s balance and the corresponding average values
Nitrogen balance: Last year_______ kg/ha
Three-year’s average _______ kg/ha
Phosphate balance: Last year _______ kg/ha
Six-year’s average _______ kg/ha
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B. Operational development
Some questions refer to the last five years. Is your farm younger than five years, please answer for the time
period since the foundation of the farm.
13) Did substantial structural changes happen in the last five years or do you plan substantial structural
changes in the next five years?
In the last five years
Planned in the next five years
a) Agricultural area
□ Enlargement
□ Enlargement
□ Downsizing
□ Downsizing
□ no changes
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
b) Allotment
□ Less scattered
□ Less scattered
□ More scattered
□ More scattered
□ no changes
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
c) Livestock
□ Enlargement
□ Enlargement
□ Downsizing
□ Downsizing
□ no changes
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
d) Resource input
□ Intensification
□ Intensification
□ Extensification
□ Extensification
□ no change
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
e) Labour input
□ Increase
□ Increase
□ Reduction
□ Reduction
□ no change
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
f) Agri-environmental
□ Increase
□ Increase
measures
□ Reduction
□ Reduction
□ no change
□ no change
□ I do not know it yet
g) Investment in machinery
□ investment
□ investment
and equipment
□ no investment
□ no investment
□ I do not know it yet

C. Successful implementation of operational and nature conserving measures
The following measures are discussed among agricultural politicians and scientists in order to better match
operational success of the farm and nature conservation. You can contribute by naming those which you
consider to be most important for practical farm work.
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D. Cooperation, regional connection and personal attitude

often

occasionally

rarely

never

a) … do you ask other farmers for advice?
b) … do you coordinate your operational decisions with neighboring farmers?
c) … do you get consulted by an independent agricultural adviser?
d) … do you get consulted by an advisor from a company?

very often

14) How often or seldom…

□

□

□

□

□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

15) Who are the purchasers of your agricultural products? (several answers possible)
□ supermarkets
□ delicacy shops
□ farm shops
□ cooperatives
□ wholesaler
□ others, namely___________
16) Is your farm engaged in Greening-measures?
□ yes, in total on _____ ha □ No □ The farm is exempt from Greening.
17) Is or was your farm engaged in voluntary agri-environmental measures?
Before 2013: □ Yes □ No
Currently: □ Yes, in total on ______ha □ No
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If yes, the following measures are executed:
□ developing areas for foraging
□ creating oligotroph habitats
□ creating wet or moist habitats
□ improving water quality

□ optimizing possibilities for nesting
□ storing excess water to avoid floods
□ buffer zones

□ increasing groundwater levels
□ increasing water retention

□ …: ____________

a) I am very attached to the region I am farming in.
b) As farmer I have a special responsibility as employer and for the
economic development of my region.
c) I am usually one of the first in my region to apply new procedures on
my farm.
d) The cooperation with other farmers in the region is important for me.
e) The cooperation with representatives from economy and society is
important for me.
f) The natural landscape conditions at my location are good for farming.
g) I consider myself, as a farmer, mostly as a producer; of secondary
importance for me are activities in environmental protection or
landscape maintenance.
h) Regarding operational decisions I am willing to take risks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Full approval

No approval

18) What do you think of the following statements?
Please express your approval by using this 10-point-scale from (1) no approval to (10) full approval.

□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□

□ □□□□□□□□□
□ □□□□□□□□□

□ □□□□□□□□□

19) To what extent the following actors condition or influence your decisions regarding >> grazing, direct
sales, pesticide use?
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Other farmers
Cooperatives
Farmers unions
Food processors
Supermarkets
Consultants / Advisors
Label organizations
Local and regional
administration
Environmental organizations
Research centres
Tourism marketing
Consumer organizations

None

A little

A lot

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

I do exactly
what they tell
me because it
is mandatory
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

E. Information on the household and on leading the farm
20) When did you take over the management of the farm? In the year _ _ _ _
21) How many years of agricultural praxis do you have? In total ___ years
22) Is there already a designated successor for your farm?
□ Yes, successor is designated. □ No, not yet designated. □ No, the farm will be abandoned.
23) What is the zip-code of your farm?

ZIP _ _ _ _ _

24) What is your highest level of education?
□ no degree
□ lower secondary education
□ intermediate school degree
□ high-school certificate, advanced technical college certificate
□ university or higher technological college degree
25) Have you received formal agricultural education? □Yes □No
26) What is your birth year? Year _ _ _ _
27) What is your gender? □ female □ male
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28) How many persons do actually live in your household, including yourself?
___ persons (number)
there of (number) ________ younger than 18 years
29) Are you generating further incomes, besides agricultural production, on your farm (e.g. tourism, direct
marketing or processing,…)?
□ Yes  If yes, a) In which activities are you engaged?
□ Leisure and tourism □ direct marketing and food processing
□ beekeeping
□ bioenergy production □ other
b) which share of your household income is generated by these activities?
□up to25% □more than 25% up to 50% □more than 50% up to 75% □more than 75%
□ No
30) Do members of your household, including yourself, work off the farm?
□ Yes
 If yes, which share of your total household income is generated by off-farm work?
□ up to 25% □ more than 25% up to 50% □ more than 50% up to75% □ more than 75%
□ No
31) What was the farm’s profit level last year?
□ Loss/smaller than 0 € □ up to 10.000€ □ up to 20.000€ □ up to 40.000€ □ up to 60.000€
□ up to 80.000€ □ up to 1.000.000€ □ up to 120.000€ □ up to 140.000€ □ up to 200.000€
□ up to 250.000€ □ more than 250.000€
32) How was the profit development in the last five years?
□ Increase by more than 20% □ Increase by 5% up to 20%
□ In between increase by 5% and decrease by 5%
□ Decrease by 5% up to 20% □ Decrease by more than 20%
□ Refuse to answer

We thank you for your time.
Do you have any suggestions or comments regarding this questionnaire?
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4.3 Vaucluse, France
1. Legal structure of the farm:
□ individual □ GAEC □ EARL □ other : ________

2. Which year did you take over management of the farm ? ____________

3. Area of agricultural land farmed: _________ ha

4. Agroecological infrastrutures of your farm _________ha

5. OTEX of the farm ? (only 1 answer)
□ Field crops

□ Arboriculture

□ Viticulture

□ Breeding

□ Market gardening

□ Fodder production

□ Other, precise : ________________

6. If you keep animals, how is your animal stock composed? (number)
□ cattle : _____ têtes

□ sheep and goats: _____ têtes

□ poultry : _____ têtes

□ pigs : _____ têtes

□ horses : ____ têtes

□ other : _____ têtes

□ bees : _____ nombre de ruches

7. Which were the five most important crops and what were their average yields over the last five years ?
1/ ________________

________ha (_______t/ha)

2/ ________________

________ha

(_______t/ha)

3/________________

________ha

(_______t/ha)

4/________________

________ha

(_______t/ha

5/________________

________ha

(_______t/ha
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8. How do you manage your farm ?
(only 1 answer)
□ Conventionnal
□ Organic

□ Conservation agriculture
□ other (precise) : _________

If organic, are you in a transition phase : □ yes □ no
9. Do/did you implement agri-environmental and climate protection measures on your farm ?
Before 2013 :

□ yes, on _____ ha □ no

Now :

□ yes, on _____ ha □ no

10. Do you receive european aids on your farm ?
□ yes, on _____ ha □ no

11. Part of your productions sold to : (in pourcentage of your profit)
Wholesaler : ____%
Agricultural cooperative : ____%
Medium and large supermarkets: ____%
Shipper : ____%
Consummer : ____%
Other : ____%
12. How high was your operating profit in the last financial year?
□ less than 8.000 €

□ between 8.000 and 25.000€

□ between 25.000 and 100.000€

□ between 100.000€ and 250.000€

□ between 250.000€ and 1.000.000€

□ more than 1.000.000€

13. How many people work on the farm, including yourself (unit = equivalent of a full time work)
full-time (from your household) : ________
full-time (out of your household) : _______
part-time (from your household) : ________
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part-time (out of your household) :________

14. Are you generating further incomes, besides agricultural production, on your farm (e.g. tourism, direct marketing or
processing, bioenergy production etc.)?:
□ Tourism

□ Restauration

□ None

□ Transformation □ other (precise) : _____________
Part in your profit : _____ %

15. Do you have greenhouse, glasshouse, hothouse ?
□ Yes, greenhouse (______ha )

□ No

□ Yes, glasshouse (______ ha )
If yes, is heating often used ? □ yes □ no

16. Do you realize vinification on your farm ? □ yes □ no

17. How do you handle weeds ?
□ chimically

□ mecanically □ by mulching/tarping

□ by burn □ manually

18. Which irrigation system do you use ?
□ gravitating flow

□ drop by drop □ aspersion

□ none

Irrigated area : _________ % of total area
Do you use automatic irrigation systems ?

□ yes □ no

19. How do you handle plant bugs ?
□ chimically

□ mecanically

□ organic

□ biological control

II.

Informations about you

21. Sexe : □ Female

□ Male
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22. birth year: ___________
23. zip code: ___________

24. What is your highest level of education?
□ lower secondary education
□ secondary school certificate / advanced technical college certificate
□ high school degree
□ university or higher technological college degree

25.Do you or somebody in your household hold a membership for one of the following organizations?
□ farmers association or another agricultural association
□ environmental-/nature conservation organization or landscape conservation association
□ an farmers’ syndicat :
□ FNSEA / JA

□ Coordination rurale

□ Confédération paysanne

26. Were your parents farmers ?

□ Other : ___________

□ yes □ no

27. How many persons, including yourself, actually live in your household__________________how many children
:________
28. Is there already a successor designated for your farm ? □ yes □ don’t know yet □ no
29. Is your household living on the farm ? □ yes □ no
30. Do you think to retire during the five next years ?
31. Did a new farmer arrived on the farm during last 5 years?

□ yes □ no
□ yes □ no

32. Specify the level of influence of these stakeholders on you choice to change your practices :
Very weak
weak strong
Other farmers
Cooperative association
Environnemental association
Input sellers
Farmers’ syndicats
Research centers
Chambre d’agriculture (local key operator)
Local Government
European union

Very strong
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33. What is your attitude to the following statements ?
fully
disagree
I am very attached to my living and
working place
I prefer to participate to famers collectives
than making my own project alone
To enhance biodiversity on my farm mis
important for me
As farmer I mainly understand myself as
producer; tasks in nature conservation,
landscape preservation are of secondary
importance.
I am worried about the health effects of
my work
I like to try new pratices on my farm

partly
disagree

party
agree

For every proposition, please
indicate if…
…You
adopted
this
change
on your
farm
during
the last
5 years

…you think
to adopt this
change
during the 5
next years

none

□

□

□

□

□

□

fully agree

No opinon

Please precise the expected benefits
other
econo
mic

Environne
ment

agrono
mic

work
confo
rt

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Agroforesteries practices

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Diversification of productions

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Investment in precision
farming material

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

Diversification of species
cultured on the farm
More protein crops in the
rotation
Reduction of chimical
fertilizers use
Reduction of pesticides use
Transition to organic
agriculture
Intercrops use

Investment in irrigation /
greenhouse
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Commercialization From long
chain to direct sell
Commercialization From direct
sell to long chain
Other activities on the farm
(tourism, restauration,
transformation, vinification,
conservation…)
agri- environmental measures
Increase of working force

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
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4.4 Utiel-Requena, Spain
Thank you for taking the time to answer part in this questionnaire survey exploring farm characteristics and
decision-making in Europe for the VITAL project. All answers are voluntary and your responses will be kept in
strict confidentiality.
We really appreciate your input!

A. General indications concerning the farm and the cultivation
1What is your birth year? Year _ _ _ _

2
What is your sex? o

3
Are you holding the farm? o Yes o No
4 Are there other owners of the holding? o Yes

o

Female o Male

No

5
What is the legal structure in which your agricultural enterprise is operating?

o

Individual enterprise
Entity:
o Registered cooperative
o Comunidad de bienes
Limited company (S.A., S.L…)
o
o Agrarian Transformation Company
Other___________________________
o
6 How many years of agricultural praxis do you have? In total ___ years
7How large is the area of agricultural land (cultivated or not)?

In property  total _________________ ha
On lease  total ______________ha
Others  total ____________ ha (Sharecropping, barter, etc.)
8How large is the area of agricultural land cultivated?

Vineyards __________________ ha
Almonds _____________ ha
No cultivated (In restructuring, fallow ...etc.) ______________ ha
Other cultivations ______________ ha Which? __________________________________________________
9 Which are the different vineyards varieties cultivated on your farm and how many hectares?

Variety __________________ surface in vaso___________ha surface in trellis____________ ha
Variety __________________ surface in vaso___________ha surface in trellis____________ ha
Variety __________________ surface in vaso___________ha surface in trellis____________ ha
Variety __________________ surface in vaso___________ha surface in trellis____________ ha
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10How many persons OF YOUR FAMILY (including yourself) work on your farm?

Family members

Full-time

Part-time (Days / year)

1. Interviewed
2.
3.
4.

B. Management of vine cultivation
13 Method of vine cultivation:

o Conventional farming
o In organic, from____ (year) Do you receive aid for organic production? o Yes o No
o In transition to organic

Decrease

No change

Increase

14On which share of your farm area do you use the following inputs? (In one year)
Average development
in the last 5 years

a) Mineral fertilizers

______________kg/ha

o

o o

b) Organic fertilizer

______________kg/ha

o

o o

c) Herbicides

_______nº of treatments

o

o o

e) Pesticides / Fungicides

Copper ______nº of treatments

o

o o

Sulfur ______nº of treatments

o

o o

Others_______nº of treatments

o

o o
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15Indicate the area in irrigation and the water consumption that applies on average per year per hectare

b) Average water
consumption

In vaso_____________ha

o

o o

In trellis_____________ha

o

o o

In vaso____________m3/ha

o

o o

o

o o

3

In trellis ___________m /ha

Decrease

Increase
a) Irrigated area

No change

Average development
in the last 5 years

o I have no irrigation

16Average yield over the last five years (proximately)

Dry land
In vaso

Irrigated land

__________Kg/ha ___________Kg/ha

In trellis __________Kg/ha ___________Kg/ha
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17 Response ONLY the measures that you apply in the vineyards, and choose which effects occurred after

savings on inputs

positive environmental
effects

o

o

o

o

o

Vineyard on trellis

o

o

o

o

o

o

Irrigation located on surface

o

o

o

o

o

o

Irrigation located underground (buried)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Pruning in green

o

o

o

o

o

o

Biological control against pests (eg, moth)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Ecological interest surface maintenance
(green areas between plots, margins ...)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Use
of vegetable
roofs entre
cobersparcelas,
(mulching)
(Ribazos,
zonas verdes
márgenes...)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Fertigation

Interweave vineyard with other crops

Natural fertilizer
Solar panels for pumping water
Mechanization of the harvest
Crushing of pruning debris

none of the above

increase in yields

o

Conservation agriculture (minimum tillage)

Avoid diseases

increase in profits

applying the measure (more than one answer is possible)
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C. Cooperation

Never

occasionally

Very often

18How often or seldom…

o

o

o

b) … do you get consulted by an agricultural expert adviser? (Cooperatives, o

o

o

a) … do you ask other farmers for advice?

DO, winemakers,..etc.)?
Who

they

are?

_____________________________________________________
19
Who are the purchasers of your agricultural products?

o Cooperative

o Own winery

o Sale to third parties

20 
What do you think of the following statements?

Please express your approval by using this 10-point-scale from (1) no approval to (10) full approval.

a) I am very attached to the region I am farming in..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b) As farmer I have a special responsibility as employer and for
the economic development of my region.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

c) I am usually one of the first in my region to apply new
procedures on my farm.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

d) The cooperation with other farmers in the region is
important for me.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

e) The natural landscape conditions at my location are good
for farming.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

f) I consider of secondary importance for me activities in
environmental protection or landscape maintenance.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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g) Regarding operational decisions I am willing totake risks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

h) I prioritize the quality in the grapes instead of quantity.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

21 
To what extent the following actors condition or influence your decisions regarding water
use (when to irrigate and with how much water)?
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D. Information on the household and on leading the farm
22
Which is your highest level of education?

o No formal studies
o Lower secondary eductaion
o Intermediate school degree
o High-school certificate, advanced technical college certificate
o University or higher technological college degree
23 Have you received formal agricultural education?

o Yes o No
24What part of your household's total income is derived from the farm activity of your farm?

o up to 25%

o 25 - 50%

o 50% . 75%

o more than 75%

25How was the profit development in the last five years?

o Increase
o Decrease
o No change
We thank you for your time.
Do you have any suggestions or comments regarding this questionnaire?
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